Casement Window

The 5000 Series Casement Window will add a contemporary look to your home while allowing the maximum amount of daylight to enter. The clean lines and beveled exterior frame of this casement design will add a look of distinction to any residence. Fusion welded vinyl components, dual sash weather seals, and insulated glass units provide the maximum amount of protection from air and water infiltration. A crank handle allows the sash to open 90 degrees for cleaning glass surfaces from inside the home while providing easy and dependable operation.
5000 Series Casement Windows

Features & Benefits

- Tape glazed for structural integrity.
- Internal dual walled glazing bead for easy fabrication and long lasting durability.
- Internal glazing for ease of replacement of damaged units from inside the home.
- Beveled exterior face for aesthetics and water control.
- Double weather seals around the operating sash prevents air and water infiltration.
- Integral internal screen track accommodates heavy duty screens.
- Reinforcing pockets provided to meet particular performance requirements.
- Sash cranks 90 degrees for easy cleaning of all glass surfaces from inside the home.
- Notched frame for positive location of operating hardware for durability.
- Fusion welded frames and sashes create unitized components for strength and weatherability.
- Fold down crank handle allows more room for shades or blinds.
- Multi-point locking uses a single handle.